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Pre-Day Scheduling of Charging Processes in Mobility-on-Demand
Systems Considering Electricity Price and Vehicle Utilization Forecasts
Florian Dandl1,2 , Fabian Fehn2,∗ , Klaus Bogenberger2 and Fritz Busch2
Abstract— Electrifying mobility-on-demand (MoD) fleets is
an important step towards a more sustainable transportation
system. With increasing fleet size, MoD operators will be
able to participate in the energy exchange market and will
have access to time-varying electricity prices. They can benefit
from intelligent scheduling of charging processes considering
forecasts of electricity prices and vehicle utilization. Considering a long time horizon of, e.g., a day improves scheduling
decisions, but electricity prices change in a short interval of
15 minutes; hence, an optimization-based approach needs to
overcome challenges regarding computational time. For this
reason, we develop a macroscopic model to study the tradeoffs between electricity, battery wear and level-of-service costs.
In scenarios with varying fleet size and different numbers of
charging units, we compare the performance of several reactive
and scheduling policies in a simulation framework based on
a macroscopic model. Overall, the results of the study show
that an MoD provider with 2000 vehicles could save several
thousands of euros in daily operational costs by changing from
a state of charge reactive charging strategy to one adapting to
the price fluctuations of the electricity exchange market.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The transport sector accounted for the largest share of total
energy consumption in Germany in 2017. Moreover, only
around 1.5 % of the total amount spent on transportation
was covered by electric drive technologies [1]. In the course
of climate change, electric mobility with regenerative energy
sources is becoming increasingly important to reach the
targeted CO2 neutrality by 2050. The electrification of
private vehicles, however, is proceeding slowly, which is
reflected in the share of electric vehicles still being below
1 % in Germany [2]. By replacing a large number of (fuelpowered) private vehicles by electric vehicles, mobility-ondemand (MoD) systems have the potential to significantly
improve the CO2 footprint.
MoD operators using electric fleets can increase their
efficiency and profitability by intelligent charging infrastructure [3] and charging strategies. Such strategies determine
the combination of charging processes with existing vehicle
routing problems [4]. Most studies investigating free-floating
MoD systems in urban networks examine reactive charging
strategies, i.e. vehicles are sent charging whenever they fall
below a certain threshold [5], [6]. Additional to charging lowenergy vehicles, Loeb et al. [7] add a rule to send vehicles
charging after being idle for long time and use different
charging powers according to the vehicle’s state of charge
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(SOC). Another approach is to extend the routing network
by edges that represent charging processes. Therefore, the
insertion of charging processes have a planning horizon of
typical route lengths. While this horizon might be up to
several hours in intercity routes [8], urban context prohibits
long time horizons in large-scale problems [9], [10]. Considering the impact of MoD charging processes on the electric
overloads and voltage drops provides additional complexity
and optimization potential in case the power distribution
network and MoD operator are the same entity [11]. Since
demand and supply interaction determine the fluctuation
of electricity prices, even MoD charging strategies only
considering the electricity price might be useful for both
operators. In order to increase the ratio of charging in times
of low electricity prices, Fehn et al. [12] introduced a rulebased charging strategy taking into account the state of
charge of vehicles and dynamic electricity prices. Zhang et
al. [13] proposed a smart charging framework to identify the
benefits of charging management. Their results suggest that
in absence of an electricity price signal charging is likely to
take place during the demand peak in the evening.
All before-mentioned urban charging strategies are either
reactive or have a short predictive time horizon and charge
vehicles at low SOC; scheduling charging processes of
vehicles even at a higher SOC before peak hours might
decrease the number of vehicles with insufficient SOC in
peak hours, thereby increasing the level-of-service in these
critical hours. Demand forecasting not only allows spatially
re-positioning of vehicles [14], but also estimating future
vehicle utilization [15]; hence, demand forecasts enable
beneficial scheduling of the number of charging vehicles
considering likely vehicle utilization and energy consumption
for a long time horizon. Furthermore, this scheduling process
can consider the inherent trade-off determining the power of
charging processes: fast charging improves the number of
available vehicles and therefore level-of-service, but reduces
the lifetime of batteries.
The contributions of this study are (i) the development
of an MoD charging schedule model considering trade-offs
from costs related to charging costs for time-dependent electricity prices, level-of-service and battery wear, (ii) the development of rule- and optimization-based charging scheduling
strategies and (iii) the comparison of these strategies with
reactive strategies in a case study resembling an MoD system
in Munich.

TABLE I
N OMENCLATURE
Notation Description
Exogenous Model Parameters
Ax , A y
edge lengths of rectangular operating area
vi
average network velocity during ti
λi
trip rate during ti
di
average trip length during ti
ξ
penalty for not served customer
Ei
electricity price during ti
battery size of vehicles
B
ed
distance-dependent energy consumption
r
minimal range of battery for available vehicle
cd
average distance-dependent wear costs
NV
number of fleet vehicles
number of charging units
NC
Endogenous Model Variables
average state of charge at the beginning of ti
Si
Ci
total electricity costs during ti
Li
level-of-service loss during ti
power-dependent battery wear costs during ti
Wi
Ti
state of charge evolution model during ti
f pu
distance of pick-up trips
Nit
number of concurrent travelers during ti
av
Ni
number of available vehicles during ti
Nis
number of served customers during ti
Decision Variables
pi
power of charging processes during ti
ni
number of charging vehicles during ti

II. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
The idea of pre-day scheduling charging processes requires forecasts of customer demand and electricity prices.
Furthermore, predictive optimization-based charging strategies need to consider many time steps in the future. While
the operation of MoD fleets is often modeled using agentbased simulation, the goal of the framework introduced in the
subsequent sections is a very fast computational execution.
This allows an operator to predict future system behavior
over the long time horizon of an entire day. In the following,
we will use the notation of Table I.
A. Problem Formulation
An MoD operator offers a service with electric vehicles in
an operating area, which is assumed to be rectangular with
edge lengths Ax and Ay and contains N C charging units.
For simplicity, this study focuses on a homogeneous fleet of
N V vehicles with battery size B and a distance-dependent
energy consumption ed . For this study, a day is split into
i ∈ {0, ..., 95} time periods of length T = 15 min as
this reflects the dynamism of electricity price changes [16].
The operator can charge ni ≤ min(N V , N C ) vehicles with
varying power pi in each period, which generates electricity
costs and increases the fleet’s state of charge in the next
time step Si+1 . The power of charging processes affects
the lifetime of batteries; hence, wear costs Wi (ni , pi ) are a
consequence of the operator’s decisions. Moreover, the levelof-service depends on the number of vehicles available to
transport passengers. This number is predominantly relying
on the fleet size, but also depending on the number of
charging vehicles and vehicles with low state of charge. The
time-dependent network velocity vi , the trip rate λi and the

Exogenous time-dependent parameters:
• electricity price 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
• trip rate 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 , trip length 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
• network velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖
Exogenous time-constant parameters

Decisions:
• number of charging vehicles 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
• power of charging processes 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

Fleet-average state of
charge 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

Costs depending on exogenous
parameters, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 and decision (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ):
• battery-wear model 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖
• level-of-service loss model 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖
• electricity costs 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖

State Transition Model
Si+1 = 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ; 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )
𝑖𝑖 ← 𝑖𝑖 + 1

Fig. 1. Flowchart describing the problem formulation: in each time period,
the operator makes decisions about the number of charging vehicles and the
respective power transfer; the costs and the system state in the next period
depend on these decisions and the exogenous variables.

average trip length di are further impact factors for the levelof-service.
The objective of the operator is to replenish the state
of charge of his fleet (S95 ≥ S0 ) in a cost-optimal way.
Costs consist of electricity costs Ci (ni , pi ), level-of-service
losses Li (ni , pi ; Si ) and battery wear Wi (ni , pi ). The state
of charge evolves according to a state-transition model
Ti (ni , pi ; Si ).
An operator wants to develop a policy π that determines
actions (ni , pi ) based on the cost and transition models, the
endogenous variable Si and all exogenous variables. The
problem with objective function J can be described by
J[π] =

95
X

Ji (ni , pi ; Si )

(1)

Ci + Li + W i

(2)

Si+1 = Si + Ti (ni , pi ; Si )

(3)

=

i=0
95
X
i=0

S96 ≥ S0

(4)

0 ≤ Si ≤ 1

(5)
V

C

0 ≤ ni ≤ min(N , N )
pi ∈ P (Si )

(6)
(7)

where the dependency on exogenous variables is suppressed
for clarity. The flowchart in Fig. 1 summarizes the system
dynamics and the sub-models, which will be described in the
following sections.
B. Decision Variable Constraints
There are a few restrictions limiting the decisions (ni , pi )
of an operator. Obviously, the number of concurrently charging vehicles is constrained by both the number of vehicles
and the number of charging units. The restrictions on the
state of charge (4, 5) constrain the allowed solutions for
(ni , pi ). While the state-transition model elaborates on the
constraint Si ∈ [0, 1], the constraint (4) requires foresight
and is therefore treated implicitly by the charging strategies.

In order to keep the solution space tractable, we limit
the power pi of charging vehicles in each time interval to
well established power levels derived from Electric Vehicle
Database [17]. The values correspond to a 3-phase 16A
(11 kW), a CCS 50 kW DC and CCS 175 kW DC (48 kW
and 124 kW) and an ultra-fast (163 kW) charging point.
Additionally, the rate, at which, energy is transferred to
batteries is usually depending on the state of charge; this is
modeled by removing the highest power options for a high
SOC of the vehicles:

{11, 48, 124, 163} kW Si ≤ 0.5
{11, 48, 124} kW
Si ≤ 0.7
P (Si ) =
(8)

{11, 48} kW
Si > 0.7
The threshold values are based on the FASTNED data
base [18].
C. Battery-Wear Model
The deterioration of batteries consists of two main effects.
First, the capacity of batteries decreases gradually, leading to
a decrease in range of the vehicle. Second, the batteries’ internal resistance increases, resulting in a loss of performance,
for example, when accelerating the vehicle. Data collected
for Plug In America’s (PIA) Tesla Roadster battery study
suggests that, on average, a battery pack will have between
80 and 85 % of original capacity after 100000 miles [19].
According to the German test lab of SGS Group, battery
wear strongly depends on charging behavior. In particular,
full charging cycles, in which batteries reach their maximum
depth of discharge, have a direct negative effect on the
lifetime of the battery [20]. Intelligent battery management
systems already consider this effect and prevent the battery
from being deeply discharged or overcharged. This study
prevents deeply discharging of batteries by not assigning
vehicles with low SOC to serve customers. In addition, the
charging power also plays an important role. During socalled fast charging, local overheating can occur, which leads
to increased deterioration. For a detailed literature review
on the physical phenomena and degradation mechanisms
during fast charging, we refer to the literature review of
Tomaszewska et al. [21].
For this study, the battery wear model accounts for general
gradual degradation (w0 ) and an additional power-dependent
component (w1 ).
Wi (ni , pi ) = (w0 + w1 · pi )

ni · pi · T
B

(9)

D. Level-of-Service Model
The level-of-service is often derived from very detailed
agent-based simulation models. Since a predictive algorithm
requires quick simulation of many future steps, possibly even
for multiple choices of (ni , pi ), we develop a novel macroscopic model that approximates Li and its dependencies.
The amount of time vehicles need to drive customers from
their origin to their destination is given by λi · T · di /vi . A
division of this quantity by T returns the average number of

concurrently traveling customers Nit .


λi · di
t
Ni =
vi

(10)

bxc rounds x down to the nearest integer value. The operator
can use available vehicles to serve this demand. Vehicles
are not considered available if they are charging or if their
remaining range is below r, i.e. a state of charge smaller
than r · ed /B. The number of charging vehicles is ni and the
number of vehicles with insufficient range is estimated via Si
by assuming a certain distribution of vehicle battery levels,
which has a domain of [0, 1], µi = Si and a variance of 0 for
Si ∈ {0, 1}. We assume that the operator utilizes vehicles
similarly and that the vehicles’ state of charge spreads around
the fleet average by choosing a truncated normal distribution
DT N of vehicle battery levels with µi = Si and σi = 1 −
4 ∗ (Si − 0.5)2 truncated to the domain [0, 1].
Let s be a random variable drawn from this distribution
denoting the state of charge of a single vehicle. Consequently, the number of available vehicles Niav (ni ; Si ) can be
estimated from the probability that a vehicle has sufficient
range and is not charging.




r · ed
TN
s ∼ D[0,1]
(µi , σi ) − ni
Niav = N v · P s ≥
B
(11)
Since only available vehicles can meet the passenger demand, we define the number of served customers Nis =
min (Nit , Niav ). The level-of-service loss Li consists of (i) a
penalty for customers that cannot be served and (ii) distancedependent wear costs for f pu (the empty mileage of pick-up
trips), which depends on the number of concurrent travelers
and available vehicles per area.
 d pu s av
pu
t
s
Li = Lns
i + Li = ξ · Ni − Ni + c · f (Ni , Ni ) (12)
Note that cd only contains the wear cost component and
excludes battery wear and energy cost components. Costs
related to a lower state of charge from additional vehicle
mileage are captured by the electricity and battery wear
costs at a later point in time due to the stability condition
S96 ≥ S0 . We develop a simulation model to evaluate the
average distance of empty pick-up trips f pu only based on
the macroscopic quantities (Nis , Niav ; Ax , Ay ). The model is
using Monte-Carlo experiments and is based on sequentially
matching a traveler with the remaining number of available
vehicles. The model is explained and f pu is illustrated in
Appendix A.
E. State-Transition Model
The evolution of the state of charge from Si to Si+1 is
determined by the transmitted energy at charging stations and
reductions due to vehicles traveling. The transferred energy
during time period ti is given by ni · pi · T . On average, NiS
vehicles drives di kilometers to transport customers from
their origin to their destination. Additionally, the fleet needs
to drive f pu kilometers to pick-up customers.
Ti =

ni · pi · T − ed (Nis · di + f pu (Nis , Niav ))
NV · B

(13)

Equations (10) and (11) for Nis and Niav show that the
state evolution is actually depending on all exogenous input
parameters.
Note that for small values of Si , the number of available
vehicles Niav and hence the mileage and reduction in state
of charge are very small. Nevertheless, this model does
not guarantee the hard constraint Si ≥ 0 of equation (5).
For simplicity, Si+1 will be set to 0 in the unlikely event
that Si + T i < 0, because these solutions are anyway far
from optimal due to very high losses in the level-of-service.
Similarly, Si+1 is set to 1 in case Si + T i > 1. Solutions
with decisions leading to this case are anyway non-optimal
since the electricity costs Ci grow without any benefit.
Hence, relevant charging strategies do not violate these
two constraints in practice. Altogether, the state transition
function reads
Ti = min(max(Ti , 1 − Si ), −Si )

(14)

with T i determined by equation (13).
III. C HARGING S TRATEGIES
A. Short-Term Charging Strategy
In reactive charging strategies, the MoD operator sends
a vehicle to recharge in case of low state of charge. These
kind of policies can be represented in the introduced model
by setting the targeted number ntarget
of vehicles to be
i
charged during interval ti to the number of vehicles with
state of charge below the threshold slim . Obviously, the
actual number of charging vehicles is also constrained by
the number of charging units.



r · ed
v
TN
ntarget
=
N
·
P
s
≤
s
∼
D
(µ
,
σ
)
(15)
i
[0,1] i
i
B
ni = min(ntarget
, NC)
(16)
i
There are several possibilities to set the charging power. Two
possible strategies are described in the following and tested
in the case study.
1) State of Charge Dependent Short-Term Charging Strategy (SOC-ST): The first policy aims to keep the SOC at
a certain level at all times. Hence, the operator selects the
power pi of each interval according to Si :

163 kW Si ≤ 0.5



124 kW Si ≤ 0.7
pi =
(17)
48 kW Si ≤ 0.8



11 kW Si > 0.8
2) Electricity-Price Dependent Short-Term Charging
Strategy (EP-ST): In this policy, the operator sets the power
of charging processes to the minimal value if the electricity
price is above the average electricity price Ē and to the
maximal power value in the other case.

max(P (Si ) Ei ≤ Ē
pi =
(18)
min(P (Si ) Ei > Ē
In order to reach the initial state of charge at the end of the
day, both short-term strategies apply the following policy

after 22:00 in case Si < S0 :
pi = max(P (Si ))



 V
N ·B
(S0 − Si ) , N C
ni = min 1 +
pi · T

(19)
(20)

While this does not guarantee condition (4), simulations
show the desired results in the case study.
B. Overnight Charging Strategy (OVNC)
This strategy corresponds to a naive approach for typical
demand and electricity price curves, which often show that
the period between 20:00 and 05:00 might be a good time to
charge the fleet. At time step i, the policy aims to have fully
charged vehicles at 05:00 and the initial SOC S0 at 24:00.
First, the targeted energy difference ∆S target ∈ {1.0, S0 }
and the next target time period itarget ∈ {20, 96} are set.
Then the power pi is determined by assuming N C vehicles
can charge during the time periods j until itarget . For the
morning (night) hours, the power pi ∈ P (Si ) is determined
by the largest (smallest) value that is below (above) the target
power ptarget with
itarget
X

N C · ptarget · T = N V · B · ∆S target

(21)

j=i

Next, the number of charging vehicles ni is either 0 for
(20 ≤ i < 80) or computed from
ni =

N V · B · ∆S target
pi · T (itarget − i)

(22)

C. Pre-Day Scheduling of Charging Processes
The optimization problem minπ J[π] considering the
model constraints represents a scheduling problem. Due to
the large amount of time steps and considerable number of
(ni , pi ) options per time step, the solution space of order
O(m96 ) (with m = N C · |P (S)|) prohibits the application of
exact dynamic programming. Therefore, we develop a rulebased approach and subsequently use it for an approximate
dynamic programming strategy.
1) Rule-Based Pre-Day Scheduling (RB-PDS): The key
idea of the rule-based approach is to use approximations of
the objective function and the state-transition model by (i)
prioritizing to serve demand, (ii) assuming that all demand
can be met and (iii) neglecting the state of charge dependence
of f pu . The latter is achieved by assuming a constant rate of
25 % empty mileage, i.e. f pu,RB ≈ 0.25 · Nit · di . These
simplifications result in JiRB = Ji (ni , pi ) and TiRB =
Ti (ni , pi ) becoming independent of Si . As a consequence,
the state of charge SiRB becomes only dependent on the
energy of P
charging processes prior to time period ti , i.e.
i−1
SiRB = f ( j=0 nj · pj ).
These approximations enable a rule-based approach, which
has following priorities: 1) serving demand, 2) sustainability
(i.e. low battery wear) and 3) adaption to electricity prices.
The algorithm performs the following steps:
• compute number of vehicles that are required to serve
the demand Nit and possibly idle vehicles N V −

i−1
X

Njt · dj

(23)

RB
NiRB · p · T ≥ N V · B · (S0 − S96
)










determine constant charging power p ∈ P (S) by finding
the lowest value of p with
95
X





j=0
•
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•

Nit for all time periods i, the maximal number of
charging vehicles per period are given by NiRB =
min(N C , max(N V − Nit , 0))
compute initial state of charge evolution without charging processes assuming all customers can be served:
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Fig. 2.
Evolution of scenario-average energy price and number of
concurrently travelers over time.

(24)

i=0
•

add charging processes ni to time periods ti in order
lin
to guarantee Si ≥ 0 ∀i and then S96
≥ S0 . In case
RB
Sj < 0 for any tj (starting from j = 0), the following
loop terminates when SjRB ≥ 0 until SiRB ≥ 0 ∀i ∈
{0..96}. After that, the loop continues with j = 96
RB
while S96
< S0 .
– find the time period i∗ < j with the lowest energy
price and set ni∗ to NiRB
– remove time period i∗ from consideration for future
loop iterations
– update {SiRB }i=1..96 :

SiRB
i ≤ i∗
SiRB ←
(25)
RB
Si + ni−1 · p · T i > i∗

2) Pre-Day Scheduling by Approximate Dynamic Programming with Policy-Application (PA-PDS): The (RBPDS) policy approximates the objective and state-transition
functions to achieve non-myopic decisions. However, the
rules limit the decision space actually being reached in
each step; for example, pi stays the same throughout the
day. A more advanced approximate dynamic programming
approach allows spanning the complete decision space for
the current step while estimating the impact of this decision
on the rest of the time horizon by applying a policy. Hence,
the complexity of this approach is 96 · O(m · c), where c
is the complexity of one step of the applied policy, and
therefore, computationally feasible (if the underlying policy
is). Mathematically speaking, a policy-application strategy
with underlying policy π assigns the action (n∗i , p∗i ) for each
interval i that is determined by



95
X
arg min Ji (ni , pi ; Si ) + 
Jj (nπj , pπj ; Sjπ ) (26)
ni ,pi

j=i+1

and the system dynamics and constraints in equations (37), where (nπj , pπj ) are the actions taken according to policy
π at time step j with state of charge Sj . In order to save
computation time, we vary ni in steps of 5 in case there
are at least 25 available options for ni and in steps of 10
in case there are at least 100 options. Test simulations with
ni steps of 5 for more than 100 options only resulted in
slightly better objective function values (≤ 0.1 %) while
being computationally far more expensive.

In this study, we apply the (RB-PDS) policy of the
previous section at each time step i, with the modification
that the planning horizon of the algorithm starts at i instead
of 0.
IV. C ASE S TUDY
A. Scenario Setup
Simulations are defined by a certain set of the exogenous
parameters named in Table I. This case study at hand is based
on data representing the city of Munich. The operating area
(Ax = 7 km and Ay = 10 km), the trip rates λi and trip
lengths di are based on a prior MoD study [22]. The average
velocities per time interval are extracted from a traffic microsimulation model [23]. The penalty factor for demand not
served is chosen to be 5 e per customer.
For this study, energy prices Ei were downloaded from
the European Energy Exchange Market (EPEX SPOT SE)
for a period of 14 days between Monday 2019-10-07 00:00
and Sunday 2019-10-20 24:00 [16]. The battery size B =
42 kWh and energy consumption ed = 0.131 kW/km
represent vehicle data from EV Database [17]. The battery
wear cost parameters w0 and w1 are estimated from the
manufacturer stating replacement costs between 5,500 e and
7,700 e after 500 to 1500 charging cycles. We assumed
costs of 6,750 e spread on 1500 or 500 cycles if vehicles
are charged exclusively with 11 or 164 kW, respectively.
Furthermore, we assume that the minimal range parameter
r = 31.2 km, which assigns vehicles being considered
available to serve customer demand, corresponds to 10 %
of the battery size. This value seems reasonable since it
prohibits higher battery degradation at very low SOCs and
ensures users’ confidence that they will reach their destination. The distance-dependent cost parameter cd , which does
not include energy and battery wear costs, is estimated from
the full cost estimates by ADAC [24].
Fig. 2 illustrates the time evolution of concurrent travelers
and the energy price (average of simulated days). An operator
will choose the fleet size according to the number of concurrent travelers. The base scenario of this study employs a fleet
of N V = 2000 electric vehicles. Furthermore, we assume a
charging infrastructure with N C = 200 charging units and
an initial SOC S0 = 70 % at 00:00.

Energy price
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the objective function (top) and the fleet-average state
of charge (bottom) over time for the different charging strategies in the base
scenario.

We study the variation of the initial SOC S0 ∈
{0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5}, the fleet size N V ∈ {2000, 2500} and
the number of charging units N C ∈ {100, 200, 300}.
B. Results
Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the fleet-average SOC
and objective function value, where each line represents the
average of the 14 simulated days. The SOC-ST strategy aims
to keep the fleet-average SOC at a high level throughout the
day. Consequently, vehicles mostly charge during and shortly
after the demand peaks leading to regions with stark slope in
the objective function. Since the energy price is rather high
(more than 0.4 e/kWh on average), this policy generates
the highest charging costs (28k e). Only the to short-term
policies (SOC-ST, EP-ST) generate level-of-service costs of
more than 10k e because vehicles are charging during peak
hours. The OVNC policy produces the highest battery wear
costs as this policy requires higher charging power to transfer
a similar amount of energy in a restricted time period. The
level-of-service is sufficient for most of the time during the
day. Hence, the objective function is almost constant between
05:00 and 16:00. The rather low value of 50 % SOC during
the evening demand peak causes a larger number of not
available vehicles compared to the other policies. Therefore,
the level-of-service costs are rather high with approximately
9k e. Since the times of low energy prices often coincide
with the OVNC charging time period, the total charging costs
are similar in the EP-ST and the OVNC policies. Similar to
the OVNC policy, the pre-day scheduling approaches (RBPDS, PA-PDS) use the morning hours to charge all vehicles
as full as possible. The RB-PDS policy ignores state of
charge dependent cost contributions in f pu and hence puts
less weight on the SOC of the fleet than the better PA-PDS

Fig. 4.
Time evolution for a single day (Wednesday, 2019-10-16) of
the base scenario showing the energy price and the number of concurrent
travelers (top), and the number of charging vehicles and the charging power
according to the PA-PDS policy (bottom).

policy. The scheduling approaches generate solutions which
save more than 5000 e (RB-PDS) and more than 9000 e
per day (PA-PDS) in operational costs, compared to the other
charging strategies.
Even though the PA-PDS policy already outperforms
the other policies, we still recognize further potential
for improvement. The non-optimal decisions are caused
by the
generated in the approximation of
Pbias inherently

95
min
by a policy iteration approach. Fig. 4
j=i+1 Jj
shows that the policy tries to avoid charging with lower
power in times of high energy prices, but it might be that
delaying some charging processes until after 22:00 might
lead to an even better solution.
Fig. 5 illustrates results of the scenarios with S0 , N V and
C
N variation. The initial SOC S0 is an input parameter to
the simulations, but can also be viewed as a policy parameter.
It determines the ratio of charging processes in the morning
hours over the night hours. It is noticeable that the PA-PDS
is capable of similar performance metrics in the chosen range
of S0 . The SOC-ST strategy performs worse with lower
S0 since the battery wear is high from initial fast charging
processes to increase the SOC to 80 % as soon as possible;
for S0 < 0.8 there are additional costs due to a total energy
surplus (S96 > S0 ). The overnight policy profits from lower
S0 because less power is required to replenish the SOC
after 22:00. As expected, scenarios with a higher number
of vehicles N V produce less operational costs. The levelof-service component is naturally better and the operator
can delay charging processes without large level-of-service
losses. Furthermore, the simulations show that an increase in
the number of charging units from 200 to 300 hardly brings
any benefits, while there are noticeable differences between
100 and 200. In general, the importance or difference in performance of the various policies decreases with larger fleet
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Comparison of objective function results for different scenarios and policies averaged over the simulated days.

sizes. Besides the shown daily operational costs, operators
have to consider fix costs (investment, maintenance, tax, etc.)
in their decision of N V and N C .
V. C ONCLUSION
Larger electrified MoD fleets will have the opportunity to
participate in the energy exchange market. This market is
characterized by time-dependent electricity prices changing
every 15 minutes. A very fast simulation model and an
approximate dynamic programming policy were developed to
find a near-optimal scheduling policy, which balances tradeoffs between electricity, battery wear and level-of-service
costs for a time horizon of one day. We compared the
performance of this scheduling strategy with several policies
in various scenarios in a simulation framework based on a
macroscopic model. Results show that an operator with 2000
vehicles can save a considerable amount of several thousands
of euros per day when changing from a reactive charging
strategy, which only recharges vehicles with low SOC, to
a scheduling strategy. The low computational effort of the
simulation model is also convenient for an optimization of
the number and type of vehicles, i.e. battery size and energy
consumption, and the number and type of charging units.
The validity of these results depends on the validity of
the macroscopic model. Especially, the battery wear model,
the vehicle SOC distribution and the level-of-service model
contain many simplifications. The approximations of these

models need to be verified by data or more detailed models.
Furthermore, real MoD operators require a charging control
strategy that assigns vehicles to charging stations. For that
purpose, we intend to integrate the planning decisions of
the scheduling policies within an agent-based real-time simulation [25]. Such a framework allows the inclusion of real
electricity price forecasts and the evaluation of impacts from
forecast errors. Finally, building a level-of-service and statetransition model considering ride-pooling and the application
of different approximate dynamic programming methods
represent other very interesting extensions.
A PPENDIX
A. Computing Average Pick-Up Distances in Mobility-OnDemand Systems from Macroscopic Parameters
The average distance f pu (1, N av ) between one customer
and the next available vehicle is depending on the spatial
density of available vehicles. Hence, keeping all other parameters constant, the area parameters Ax , Ay increase and
N av decrease f pu . The number of concurrent customers
N t increases f pu , because other customers have to be
assigned to vehicles, which reduces the effective available
vehicle density. In order to quantify these relations, this
study assumes uniform distribution of vehicles and customers
within the operating area. This limitation can easily be lifted
by applying spatially weighted distributions.

Average Pick-up Trip Distance for 7x10 km2 Area
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2000
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0.14
500

0.12
0.10

0

2.690

0

500

1000

1500

Number of Available Vehicles
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1.385
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0.080

Fig. 6.
Contour plot for the average distance of empty pick-up trips
f up (N s , N av ; Ax , Ay )/N t in the assumed operating area.

Currently, N av vehicle points are sampled from the distribution. Afterwards, the coordinates of a customer point
are randomly drawn from within the operating area and the
shortest distance of this point to any of the vehicle points
is determined. To achieve statistical stability, we iterate this
process for 10000 customer points, and repeat it for at least
100 vehicle point distributions and until the relative standard
error is below 1 %. This procedure returns the final mean
value as f pu (1, N av ; Ax , Ay ). The computation of the total
empty distance of pick-up trips f pu for N s > 1 can be
performed with the approximation of sequential assignments
of customers with reduced density of available vehicles:
f

pu

s

(N , N

av

; Ax , Ay ) =

s
NX
−1

f pu (1, N av − i)

(27)

i=0

In this study, we do not consider the case N t > N av ,
because only N av customers can be served. We assume that
the operator does not discriminate customer rejections based
on the pick-up distance. The extension of the model for this
case would also be straightforward, though. We illustrated
f pu (N s , N av ) for the case study area with edges Ax = 7 km
and Ay = 10 km in Fig. 6.
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